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The 21+3 and Perfect Pairs Dual-Game Progressive 
gives players the option to wager on one or both 
of their favorite games for a chance to win multiple 
prizes and chase some big jackpots! Available with 4 
- 8 decks, this dual-game progressive features:

• Two Jackpot sensors on the table 
• Two live scrolling meters
• Two different games with unique triggering events 
and paytables
• One TableVision monitor
• Ability to link multiple tables to one or both 
jackpots
• Multiple progressive denomination and paytable 
options are available

The 21+3 Progressive takes the world’s most popular 
side bet to the next level! Using the player’s first 2 
cards and the dealer’s up-card, the player forms a 
3-card that pays on most poker hands. If the hand is a 
specific Three-of-a-Kind, the jackpot wins!

Multi-Game Progressive

21+3 Progressive

Perfect Pairs Progressive
With Perfect Pairs 
Progressive, every pair 
wins! The winning starts 
when the player’s first 2 
cards are a Mixed Pair (1 
red card and 1 black card) 
and only go up from there. 
The pays increase with a 
Colored Pair (2 black or 2 
red cards), a Perfect Pair 
(suited pair), or a Perfect 
Pair of a specific rank.

For the top awards, 
including the jackpot, 
players form a 3-card hand 
using the dealer’s up-card. 
If the specific Three-of-
a-Kind is achieved, the 
jackpot wins!
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Split to Double is a blackjack variant played 
with 6 standard 52-card decks. Players start with 
two equal wagers: the main blackjack wager 
and a Blackjack or Bust wager. However, unlike 
standard blackjack, there is NO HITTING! Instead 
players have four options:

 • Split any first two cards, resplit pairs only 
 • Double Down up to 4x the main 
   blackjack wager
 • Stand on any 2-card hand
 • Surrender the first two cards

Also, compared to typical wins of 3 to 2 or 6 to 5, 
Split to Double pays players 2 to 1 for a Blackjack!

The Blackjack or Bust wager wins when the 
dealer busts or when the player has a Blackjack. 
The pay for a Blackjack starts at 2 to 1 and goes 
higher with a suited or Super Blackjack, up to 20 
to 1!  

The Highest Action Blackjack in the Pit! Optional Wagers

Features and Benefits

Choose from any of Galaxy’s most popular blackjack 
bonus and progressive wagers available in multiple 
configuration options.

• Unique and exciting blackjack variant that  
   heightens the most exciting parts of
   blackjack.
• There is no hitting, instead players create  
   multiple double down opportunities.
• Split any first two cards and Double Down up                          
   to 4x the main wager.
• With a 4-unit average wager, players can          
   expect  
   some of the highest action in the pit.
• Maximize player’s time on the table with a  
   house edge comparable to standard blackjack.
• Gamble, get aggressive, and stay on the table.
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One of the most popular craps bonus wagers in the world, Bonus Craps is 
a set of three optional wagers: All Small, All Tall, and Make’em All. Players 
win if they roll all of the respective wager’s numbers before rolling a 7. 
Bonus Craps features multiple paytable and Dealer Envy options.

All Small. All Tall. Make’Em All.

It’s Sweeter With A Repeater

The Choice is Yours

Repeater Bets win when the wagered number is rolled a predetermined 
amount of times before rolling a 7. Players can wager on any amount of 
numbers, and with the Dealer Envy, the whole table is in on the action.

Fielder’s Choice is a set of three optional wagers based on Field bets. 
Players can choose to play on one, two, or even all three of the wagers: 
Left Field, Center Field, and Right Field. The wagers are reconciled after 
every roll and feature Dealer Envy Options.

®
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High Roller Hold’em is a poker variant using a single 52-
card deck. Players place equal Ante and Odds wagers 
and receive 2 cards. The dealer also receives 2 cards 
and deals 5 community cards.

After checking their 2 cards, players must decide to 
fold or make a Pre-Flop wager 1x - 3x their Ante.

Players win if their best 5-card hand is a winning 
event listed on the paytable.

After the flop is revealed, players must again decide to 
fold or make a Flop wager 2x - 5x their Ante. 

The Turn and River cards are revealed and each player 
and the dealer form their best 5-card hand. There is no 
dealer qualifier! Instead, if the player wins, the Pre-Flop 
and the Flop wagers are paid even money, while the 
Ante and Odds wagers are paid based on a paytable. 

The Way Hold’em Wants to Be Played!

Pre-Flop

Trips Plus

Flop

Pocket Bonus

Features and Benefits

Progressives

Players win if their two pocket cards form a winning hand 
listed on the paytable.

• Like Texas Hold’em w/ progressively larger betting rounds
• Capitalize on great hands w/ 3x raise Pre-Flop, 5x on Flop! 
• Average wager is over 7 units!
• Never fold Pre-Flop, rarely on the Flop
• No learning curve, similar to Heads Up Hold’em

Choose from any 
of Galaxy’s available 
poker-based 
progressive options 
in a variety of 
configurations: single 
jackpot, multi-denom, 
standalone, linked, and 
more! 
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Supreme Pai Gow is a commission-free Pai Gow poker 
variant using a 53-card deck (52 cards plus one Joker).  Play 
starts with each player making an Ante wager to receive 4 
cards, while the dealer receives 8 cards. Players must now 
decide to either:

• Raise up to 4x their Ante wager and receive their remaining 
3 cards
• Fold and lose their Ante wager

Each player and the dealer then set their high and low 
hands; the dealer will have 1 unused card remaining. The 
hands are then compared as in standard Pai Gow:

• If both the player’s hands beat the dealer’s respective 
hands, the Ante and Raise wagers win and pay even money.
• If both the player’s hands lose or tie the dealer’s respective 
hands, the Ante and Raise wagers are lost.
• If one of the player’s hands beats the dealer’s respective 
hand and the other hand loses or ties the dealer’s respective 
hand, the Ante wins and pays 1 to 1 and the Raise pushes.
• Regardless of the outcome, each player that has made a 
Raise wager is eligible to receive an Ante Royalty pay based 
on their 7-card hand.

Pai Gow RAISED to a New Level! Features and Benefits

Optional Bonus and Progressive Wagers

• Players can RAISE up to 4x their Ante on great hands!
• Players actually win their Ante wager on a push!
• Players with a Raise wager are eligible to receive a built-in Ante 
   Royalty if their 7-card hand is a Four-of-a-Kind or better! 
• Commission-free without pushing a specific dealer’s hand!

Emperor’s Treasure - Wins are based 
on the player’s 7-card hand. Envy pays 
are available to players with a wager of 
$5 or more.

Emperor’s Treasure Progressive - Wins 
are based on the player’s 7-card hand.

Pai Gow Insurance - Wins if the 
player’s 7-card hand is any Pai Gow.

Pai Gow Insurance Progressive - Wins 
if the player’s 7-card hand is a 
Queen-high Pai Gow or less.

7-Card Bonus - Wins based on the 
player’s 7-card hand. 

Dealer’s 8th Card - Featuring 3 
wagering options, wins are based on 
the rank of the dealer’s unused 8th 
card.

Galaxy Gaming licenses and distributes Perfect Pairs in partnership with 
John Wicks. This title is not included in Prime membership.
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3 Dice Baccarat is like standard baccarat, but 
with dice instead of cards. One set of three 
dice is used for the Player and one set for the 
Banker. 3 Dice Baccarat is also commission-free, 
with a 3 over 0 pushing winning hand wagers.

Each hand is scored by adding together the three 
dice and using the last digit of the sum, resulting 
in totals of 0 - 9. The hands are compared and 
the highest total wins!  

Fast, Easy, & Fun...Baccarat, Reimagined Progressive Options

Bonus Options

Features

3 Dice Baccarat features the ultra-exciting Triple 
Progressive. Players win if either the Player hand 
or the Banker hand has three dice with the same 
value (Triple). Pays are increased when both 
hands have Triples, including a chance to win the 
jackpot.  With  the   3 Dice Baccarat Triple  Progressive, 
every Triple wins!

Along with standard Player, Banker and Tie wagers, 
3 Dice Baccarat features a variety of bonus wagers, 
including: 

Commission-Free

Dice Instead of Cards

No Drawing Rules

Endless Ways to Win

Pays with any
Banker winning 7.

Pays with any 
wins by 4 or more.

Pays with any
3 over 0 outcome.

Pays with any
Player winning 8.
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Rising Phoenix with Golden Talons combines 
two of the most popular Baccarat games  on 
one table.  Available on 6 or 8 decks, the 
game can be played with commission or 
commission-free, where all Banker wagers 
push with a winning  Banker 3-card 7. Along 
with all standard Baccarat wagers, Rising 
Phoenix also offers a variety of bonus options.

Progressive Options
Choose from a variety of progressives that offer
players a chance to win big!

With the Harmony Progressive, every tie wins! 
Pays increase with the specific tie scenario, 
including a chance to win the jackpot. 

Based on the popular Sun 7 wager, players win 
whenever the Banker hand has a winning 3-card 7. 
Increased pays, included the jackpot, are available 
when certain hands are suited or the same color. 

Based on the unique scenario where the 
Player’s 3rd card is an 8, and the Banker hand 
stands with a 2-card 3, players can expect big 
pays and plenty of action. The wager wins when 
that scenario occurs, including a jackpot win
with all suited cards. 

Harmony Progressive

Sun 7 Progressive

Fate 38 Progressive

Bonus Options

Baccarat at its Finest

Banker hand wins
with a 3-card 7.

Player hand wins 
with a 3-card 8.

Selected hand wins with a 
natural (two-card 8 or 9) 
winner or a non-natural 

winner by 4 or more points.
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Mystic Baccarat contains a set of 5 optional 
wagers that win based on the specific event or 
outcome.

Also, Mystic Baccarat can be offered alongside   other 
Galaxy Baccarat games and progressives - many great 
choices, all on one table! Mystic Baccarat can also 
be configured with additional wagers, icluding 
progressive options.

Sun 7 wins if the 
BANKER wins with 

a 3-Card 7.

Supreme 7 wins if both 
the PLAYER and BANKER  

   hands are a 2-card 7 or both 
hands are a 3-card 7.

Divine 9 wins if the 
PLAYER and/or 

BANKER hands are 
a 3-Card 9.

Moon 8 wins if the 
PLAYER wins with 

a 3-Card 8.

Eclipse wins if any of the 
events in the other  
four wagers occur.

Progressive Options

Every tie wins and pays increase with the 
specific tie scenario. If both hands form a 
six-of-a-kind, the jackpot wins!

Harmony Progressive
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Three Card Pick’em is a unique variation on 3-card 
poker using a single 52-card deck.

After their Ante wager, each player receives 2 cards. 
Also, 3 community cards are dealt face-down. The 
dealer receives 4 cards, but 1 is dealt face-up!

Players now have the choice to fold, or Raise up to 
3x! The player’s best 3-card hand, using their 2 cards 
and only 1 community card, is compared to the dealer’s 
best 3-card hand from their 4 cards.

The dealer qualifies with a Pair, or the Ante pushes. If 
the player wins, their Ante and Raise wagers are paid 
based on the corresponding paytable!

Choose from any of Galaxy’s available poker-based 
progressive options in a variety of configuration: 
single jackpot, multi-denom, standalone, linked, and 
more!

Raise Your Three Card Game!

Progressives

Pocket Bonus

Features and Benefits

All 5

Players win if their 2 cards form a winning hand listed on 
the paytable.

• Provides an exciting twist to standard three-card poker!
• Players can capitalize on great hands with a 3x raise!
• Average wager is nearly 3 units!
• Sensible house edge options that will keep players on 
the table! 

Players win if the 
5-card hand (their 2 
cards + 3 community 
cards) is a winning 
event listed on the 
paytable.           
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Players place equal Ante and Odds wagers to receive 
7 cards. The dealer always plays their best 5 out 7 card 
hand, but players can choose to play between 1 and 5 
cards! Winning hands are paid based on the number of 
cards in the player’s hand. 
 
The less cards played, the more the player will be 
paid! The dealer qualifies with a King-high, or the Ante 
wager pushes. 
 
The Odds wager is always paid according to a paytable, 
regardless of the dealer’s hand!

This wager wins if the dealer does not qualify.

This wager wins if the player’s best 5-card hand 
(out of 7) has a flush or better.
 
Players win the jackpot with a royal flush and paytable 
options include envy pays.

Ante & Odds

Safety Net

7-Card Linked Progressive

Straight Flush

Straight Flush Progressive

Prime 7

Flush

This wager wins if the player’s 7-card hand has a 3-card 
straight flush or better.

This wager wins if the player’s 7-card hand has a 3-card 
straight flush or better.
 
Paytable options include jackpot wins with a 6 and 7-card 
straight flush and envy pays.

This wager wins if the 
player’s 7-card hand 
has 6 or more cards of 
the same color.

This wager wins if the 
player’s 7-card hand 
has a 4-card flush or 
better.
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All players, including the dealer, place an equal Ante 
wager to start. Each player receives 2 cards, while the 
dealer receives all 5 cards. Players must now decide 
whether they will place an equal Play wager to receive 
3 more cards or fold. 

The chance to act “ricochets” around the table starting 
with the lowest ranked 2-card hand and proceeding to 
the highest. All Ante and Play wagers go into the pot 
and winner takes all!

•  Kickout Hand – The dealer folds their hand if it is 
better than a predetermined limit.
•  Ante Bonus – A built-in bonus that pays  players on 
their 5-card hand, regardless of the outcome!
•  Ties – Players win all ties against the dealer. All 
players’ tied hands remain  
active and potentially split the pot.

This wager wins if the player’s 2-card hand is a pair or 
better.

Ante & Play

Features

Pocket Bonus

Hedge Bet

Progressive Options

Rapid Fire

This wager is based on the strength of the dealer’s hand 
against a paytable.

Choose from a variety of options, such as: 
• Mini-Royal Progressive
• 5-Card Linked Progressive
• 7-Card Linked Progressive
• Heads Up Hold’em Progressive
• Straight Flush Progressive

This wager wins if the 
player’s 2-card hand 
beats (or ties) the 
dealer’s 5-card hand.            
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Simple to learn and thrilling to play, High Card 
Flush is a suits-based game where the 
objective is to obtain multiple cards in the same 
suit (Flush). 

Both the players and the dealer receive seven 
cards each.  Players win their primary wagers 
(the Ante and Raise) if they have more cards in 
the same suit than the dealer.

In the event that both the player and the dealer 
have the same number of cards in their Flush 
(i.e., a 4-card Flush), the winner is decided by the 
highest ranking card.  An exact copy is a push.

• No understanding of Poker or Poker strategy       
  is needed.
• Includes two optional bonus wagers that                   
  offer big payout.

Experience the most popular 
flush-based game in the industry!

Straight Flush

Straight Flush Progressive

Flush

This wager wins if the player’s 7-card hand has a 
3-card straight flush or better.

This wager wins if the player’s 7-card hand has a 
3-card straight flush or better.
 
Paytable options include jackpot wins with a 6 
and 7-card straight flush and envy pays.

This wager wins if 
the player’s 7-card 
hand has a 4-card 
flush or better.
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Super Omaha Poker brings all the excitement of 
Omaha poker to the table games pit!  
Players start by placing an Ante wager and are 
dealt 4 cards. The dealer also receives 4 
pocket cards and deals 5 community cards. 
After examining their cards and the flop, 
players choose to either fold, and lose their 
Ante, or raise up to 3 times and get in the game! 
The final 2 community cards are revealed and 
each player and the dealer form their best 5-card 
hand using exactly 2 of their pocket cards and 3 
community cards. If the player beats the dealer, 
their Ante wager is paid based on the paytable 
and the Flop wager wins even money! 

Players win if their best and final 5-card hand, 
using 2 pocket cards and 3 community cards, 
is one of the winning hands listed on the 
paytable.

Omaha Poker in the Pit!

High Hand

Flop Bonus

Features and Benefits

Progressives

Players win if the 3-card flop is one of the winning 
hands listed on the paytable.

• Takes the excitement of Omaha from the poker 
room and brings it into the table games pit!
• Players can capitalize on great hands with a 3x 
raise!
• Average wager is nearly 3 units!
• Sensible house edge options that will keep players 
 on the table!

Choose from any of 
Galaxy’s available 
poker-based 
progressive options 
in a variety of 
configuration: single 
jackpot, multi-denom, 
standalone, 
linked, and more!           
        



•  The first spin establishes the starting number and 
the wager is active for as long as each subsequent spin 
lands on a greater number than the previous spin.

•  Once the streak ends, the dealer reconciles any  
Roulette Up bonus and/or progressive wagers 
according to the streak length and the posted 
paytable(s).
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Game Play

Roulette Up

Wager
Felt

Progressive

House Edge
5.1% – 13.1%

23.3% – 24.8%

Hit Frequency
1 in 2 rounds
1 in 6 rounds

Felt & Progressive

Roulette Up is an optional felt and 
progressive wager for Roulette games. 
Players wager that the numbers spun will 
be in an increasing sequence. The 
wagers are paid based on the streak 
length (amount of consecutive spins of 
increasing numbers) once the streak ends.
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Lucky 9 is a house-banked game scored like 
Baccarat and dealt like Blackjack using 1-8 
standard 52-card decks  The object of the game 
is to beat the dealer with a higher valued hand 
as close to 9 as possible.  Tens and face cards are 
worth 0 points, aces are worth 1 point, and 2-9 are 
scored at face value.  Hands are valued as the last 
digit of their sum.  Lucky 9 also includes optional 
bonus and progressive wagers.

• Each player is dealt two cards and decides to 
Hit, Stand, or Split cards of the same value. The 
dealer receives two cards, one face-up and one 
face-down, standing with a two-card total of 5 or 
more or Draws a third card with a two-card total 
of 4 or lower.

• A Lucky 9 is formed by the initial two cards to-
taling 9 points  
without any ten valued cards and wins paying 3 
to 2.

• A Natural 9 is formed by two cards totaling 9 
with a ten-valued card or any two-card 9 as 

   result of a split with wins paying 1 to 1.

Specialty Game Bonus 9

Tie

A player wagers that 
their hand (formed from 
the player’s first two 
cards and the 
dealer’s up card) achieves 
a point total of 9 and 
pays according to the 
posted paytable.

A player wagers that 
their hand will have the 
same point total as the  
dealer’s hand, regardless 
of the number of cards.  
The Tie wager  
pays 7 to 1.

HAND
PRIMARY
BONUS 9
TIE

House Advantage
1.14% - 1.35%

13.11% - 14.79%
9.13% - 10.25%

Hit Frequency

1 in 10


